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Explain the following in detail
i) Resistive networks
ii) Inductive networks
iii) Capacitive networks

OR
Find the current delivered by the source for the circuit shown in figure.
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State Super position theorem.
Calculate the current in2Q resistor in the given circuit using super position theorem.
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OR
The given ABCD parameters are A:2, B:0.9, C:7.2, D:0.5.
The girzen Y-parameters are Y11:0.5, Y12:Y21:0.6,
parameters.

Find Y- parameters.

Y22:0.9. Find the Inrpedance

Explain about constructional details of dc motor.
A 6 pole lap rvound shunt motor has 500 conductors, the amrature and shuut field rcsistances

are 0.05 f) and 25 {), respectively. }rind the speed of the rnotor if it takes 120 A fi'orn dc
supply ol'100 V. Flux pct pole is 20 rnWb.

OR
Derive EMIr ecluation of a translbrurc:'.
A 100 kVA. 1I000/400 V. 50 IIz translilmer has -10 seconclaly tnrns. Calculate the nur;rber ol'
primary tunts attd priultrl, and secotrcii)t'\/ curre ltls
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Define nranul'acturing process'? Classify the various rnanulacturing processes.

Illustrate the importance of manufacturing process towards technology and

development?
OR

List tlie various advantages and applications of casting?

What is pattern? Explain various pattern materials are used to rnaking pattern
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a Name the different types of the lathes?
b Write the different types of lathe operations?

OR
What is a shaper? Draw the block diagram of a shaper machine with principal
specifications.

Examine the working of house hold refrigerator with line diagram.
OR

Discuss the psychometric process.
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